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Exploration par un automate fini de réseaux
anonymes étiquetés†

R. Cohen1, P. Fraigniaud2, D. Ilcinkas2, A. Korman1, et D. Peleg1

1 Dept. of Computer Science, Weizmann Institute, Israel
2 CNRS, LRI, Université Paris-Sud, France.

Résuḿe. Cet article traite de l’exploration d’un réseau par un agent mobile, ourobot, modélisé par un automate fini.
Le robot ne dispose pas de connaissances préalables sur la topologie du réseau, ni même sur sa taille. Sa tâche consiste
à explorer chacun des nœuds du réseau. Il a été montré que, pour tout robotR à K états, et pour toutd � 3, il existe
un réseau de degré maximumd et d’au plusK+ 1 nœuds queR ne réussit pas à explorer. Ce papier s’intéresse à
la possibilité d’aider le robot en ajoutant des étiquettes de petite taille aux nœuds grâce à un calcul préalable. Nous
décrivons un algorithme d’exploration qui, étant donnédes étiquettes appropriées sur 2 bits (en fait des étiquettes de
trois valeurs différentes), permet à un robot d’explorertous les réseaux. De plus, nous décrivons un algorithme linéaire
calculant un tel étiquetage. Nous montrons également comment modifier notre méthode d’étiquetage afin qu’un robot
puisse explorer tous les réseaux de degré constant, avec des étiquettes de seulement 1 bit (donc des étiquettes de deux
valeurs différentes seulement). Autrement dit, alors qu’il n’existe pas de robot capable d’explorer tous les réseaux (non
étiquetés) de degré maximum 3, il existe un robotR � et un moyen de colorier les nœuds en noir et blanc tel queR �
réussit à explorer tous les réseaux coloriés de degré maximum 3.

Une version étendue de cet article sera publiée dans ICALP2005 [3].
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1 Background and model
Let R be a finite automaton, simply referred to in this context as arobot, moving in an unknown graph

G= (V;E). The robot has no a priori information about the topology ofG and its size. To allow the robot
R , visiting a nodeu, to distinguish between its edges, thed = deg(u) edges incident tou are associated
to d distinctport numbersin f0; : : : ;d�1g, in a one-to-one manner. The port numbering is given as part
of the input graph, and the robot has no a priori information about it. For convenience of terminology, we
henceforth refer to “the edge incident to port numberl at nodeu” simply as “edgel of u”. (Clearly, if this
edge connectsu to v, then it may also be referred to as “edgel 0 of v” for the appropriatel 0.) The robot has a
transition functionf , and a finite number of states. IfR enters a node of degreed through porti in states,
then it switches to states0 and exits the node through porti0, where(s0; i0) = f (s; i;d):
The objective of the robot is toexplorethe graph, i.e., to visit all its nodes. The task of visiting all nodes
of a network is fundamental in searching for data stored at unknown nodes or when looking for defective
components.

The first known algorithm designed for graph exploration wasintroduced by Shannon [9]. Since then,
several papers have been dedicated to the feasibility of graph exploration by a finite automaton. Rabin [7]
conjectured that no finite automaton with a finite number of pebbles can explore all graphs (apebbleis a
marker that can be dropped at and removed from nodes). The first step towards a formal proof of Rabin’s
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conjecture is generally attributed to Budach [2], for a robot without pebbles. Blum and Kozen [1] improved
Budach’s result by proving that a robot with three pebbles cannot perform exploration of all graphs. Ko-
zen [6] proved that a robot with four pebbles cannot explore all graphs. Finally, Rollik [8] gave a complete
proof of Rabin’s conjecture, showing that no robot with a finite number of pebbles can explore all graphs.
The result holds even when restricted to planar 3-regular graphs. Without pebbles, it was proved [5] that a
robot needsΘ(D log∆) bits of memory for exploring all graphs of diameterD and maximum degree∆. On
the other hand, if the class of input graphs is restricted to trees, then exploration is possible even by a robot
with no memory (i.e., zero states), simply by DFS using the transition functionf (i;d) = i+1 modd (see,
e.g., [4]).

The ability of dropping and removing pebbles at nodes can be viewed alternatively as the ability of the
robot to dynamicallylabel the nodes. If the robot is givenk pebbles, then, at any time of the exploration,
∑u2V jluj � k where lu is the label of nodeu and jluj denotes the size of the label in unary. This paper
considers the effects of allowing the system designer to assign labels to the nodes in a preprocessing stage,
and using these labels to guide the exploration by the robot.The transition functionf is augmented to utilize
labels as follows. IfR in states enters a node of degreed, labeled byl , through porti, then it switches to
states0 and exits the node through porti0, where(s0; i0) = f (s; i;d; l):
This model can be considered stronger than Rabin’s pebble model since labels are given in a preprocessing
stage whereas in Rabin’s model the automaton starts with allits pebbles. But it can also be considered
weaker since, once assigned to nodes, the labels cannot be modified.

In this paper, we consider settings where it is expected thatthe graph will be visited by many exploring
robots, and consequently, the system designer would like topreprocess the graph by leaving (preferably
small) road-signs, orlabels, that will aid the robots in their exploration task. As possible scenarios one
may consider a network system where finite automata are used for traversing the system and distributing
information in a sequential manner.

More formally, we address the design ofexploration labeling schemes. Such schemes consist of a pair(L;R ) such that, given any graphG with any port numbering, the algorithmL labels the nodes ofG, and
the robotR exploresG with the help of the labeling produced byL. In particular, we are interested in ex-
ploration labeling schemes for which : (1) the preprocessing time required to label the nodes is polynomial,
(2) the labels are short, and (3) the exploration is completed after a small number of edge-traversals. Note
that we are only interested in the preprocessing time. The algorithmL may require a global knowledge of
the graph or a large amount of memory.

2 Our results

As a consequence of Budach’s result, any exploration labeling scheme must use at leasttwo different
labels. Our main result states that justthreelabels (e.g., three colors) are sufficient for enabling a robot to
explore all graphs. Moreover, we show that our labeling scheme gives to the robot the power to stop once
exploration is completed, although, in the general settingof graph exploration, the robot is not required to
stop once the exploration has been completed, i.e., once allnodes have been visited. In fact, we show that
exploration is completed in timeO(m), i.e., afterO(m) edge traversals, in anym-edge graph.

For the class of bounded degree graphs, we design an exploration scheme using even smaller labels. More
precisely, we show that justtwo labels (i.e., 1-bit labels) are sufficient for enabling a robot to explore all
bounded degree graphs. The robot is however required to havea memory of sizeO(log∆) to explore all
graphs of maximum degree∆. The completion timeO(∆O(1)m) of the exploration is larger than the one of
our previous 2-bit labeling scheme, nevertheless it remains polynomial.

All these results are summarized in Table 1. The two mentioned labeling schemes require polynomial
preprocessing time.
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Label size Robot’s memory Time
(#bits) (#bits) (#edge-traversals)

2 O(1) O(m)
1 O(log∆) O(∆O(1)m)

TAB . 1: Summary of main results.

3 A 2-bit exploration-labeling scheme
Our first result is to describe a 3-valued exploration labeled scheme for a robot with constant memory.

Theorem 1 There exists a robot with the property that for any graph G, itis possible to color the nodes of
G with three colors (or alternatively, assign each node a 2-bit label) so that using the labeling, the robot can
explore the entire graph G, starting from any given node and terminating after identifying that the entire
graph has been traversed. Moreover, the total number of edge-traversals by the robot is� 20m.

We first describe the labeling schemeL and then the exploration algorithm. The node labeling is in fact
very simple ; it uses three labels, called colors, and denoted WHITE, BLACK , andRED. LetD be the diameter
of the graph.

Pick an arbitrary noder. Noder is called theroot of the labelingL. Nodes at distanced from r, 0� d�D,
are labeledWHITE if d mod 3= 0, BLACK if d mod 3= 1, andRED if d mod 3= 2.

The neighbor setN (u) of each nodeu can be partitioned into three disjoint sets : (1) the setpred(u) of
neighbors closer tor thanu ; (2) the setsu(u) of neighbors farther fromr thanu ; (3) the setsibling(u) of
neighbors at the same distance fromr asu. We also identify the following two special subsets of neighbors :

– parent(u) is the nodev2 pred(u) such that the edgefu;vg has the smallest port number atu among
all edges leading to a node inpred(u).

– hild(u) is the set of nodesv2 su(u) such thatparent(v) = u.
For the root, setparent(r) = /0.
Note that for every nodeu with labelL(u), and for every neighborv2 N (u), the labelL(v) uniquely

determines whetherv belongs topred(u), su(u) or sibling(u).
Furthermore one can design a procedure calledCheck Edge that allows a robot with constant memory

to identify precisely whether an edge incident to a nodeu leads toparent(u) or to a node inhild(u).
The functionsparent andhild induce a spanning tree of the graph. One can then design a quite simple

robot that can perform a depth-first search of the tree, usinga constant number of memory bits.

4 A 1-bit exploration-labeling scheme for bounded degree graphs
We now describe an exploration labeling scheme using only 1-bit labels. This scheme requires a robot

with O(log∆) bits of memory for the exploration of graphs of maximum degree∆. More precisely, we prove
the following.

Theorem 2 There exists a robot with the property that for any graph G of degree bounded by a constant∆,
it is possible to color the nodes of G with two colors (or alternatively, assign each node a 1-bit label) so that
using the labeling, the robot can explore the entire graph G,starting from any given node and terminating
after identifying that the entire graph has been traversed.The robot has O(log∆) bits of memory, and the
total number of edge-traversals by the robot is O(∆(O(1)m).

As forL, pick an arbitrary noder 2V, called theroot. Nodes at distanced from r are labeled as a function
of d mod 8. Partition the nodes into eightclassesby letting

Ci = fu2V j distG(r;u) mod 8= ig
for 0� i � 7. Nodeu is colored white ifu2C0[C2[C3[C4, and black otherwise. Let

C̃1 = fu j distG(r;u) = 1gbC= frg[fu2C2 j distG(r;u) = 2 andN (u) = C̃1g:
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Lemma 1 There is a local search procedure enabling a robot of O(log∆) bits of memory to decide whether
a node u belongs tobC and toC̃1, and to identify the class Ci of every node u=2 bC.

Proof. Let B (resp.,W) be the set of black (resp., white) nodes which have all theirneighbors black (resp.,
white). The classC1 and the classesC3; : : : ;C7 can be described using the colors of the node and of the other
nodes at distance at most 4. For example, we provide the caracterization of the classC1 : u 2 C1 , u is
black,u has no neighbor inB, andu has a white neighborv that has no neighbor inW.

Based on those characterizations, the classesC1 andC3; : : : ;C7 can be easily identified by a robot of
O(log∆) bits, via performing a local search. Moreover, the setsC̃1 and bC can also be characterized as
follows :

– u2 C̃1 , u2C1 andu has no node inC7 at distance� 2 ;
– u2 bC, N(u)� C̃1 and every nodev at distance� 2 fromu satisfiesjN(v)\C̃1j � jN(u)j.
Using this we can deduce :
– u2C0n bC, u =2 ([7

i=3Ci)[C1 andu has a neighbor inC7 ;
– u2C2n bC, u =2 bC, has a neighbor inC1, but has no neighbor inC7.

It follows that a robot ofO(log∆) bits can identify the class of every node except for nodes inbC. 2
Proof of Theorem 2. Due to Lemma 1, all instructions of the exploration algorithm using labelingL can
be executed using labelingL 0, but for the cases not captured in Lemma 1, i.e.,bC.

To solve the problem of identifying the root, we notice that each of the nodes inbC can be used as a root,
and all the others can be considered as leaves inC2. Thus, when leaving the root, the robot should memorize
the portP by which it should return to the root. When the robot arrives at a nodeu2 C̃1 through a tree edge
and has to explore the root, it leaves immediately through port P and deletes the contents ofP, then it goes
down through the next unexplored port if one is left. When therobot is in a nodeu2 C̃1 and has to explore
some child, it will skip the portP. 2
5 Concluding Remarks

Our results let open a very nice problem : are single bit labels sufficient for ensuring the traversal of all
graphs by a finite (O(1) memory) robot ?
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